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We characterize optimal solutions to the gossip problem in which no one hears his own 
information. That is, we consider graphs on n vertices where the edges are given a linear 
ordering such that an increasing path exists from each vertex to every other, but there is no 
increasing path from a vertex to itself. Such graphs exist if and only if n is even, in which case 
the fervest number of edges is 2n -4, as in the original gossip problem (in which the “No Qne 
Hears his Qwn information” condition did not appear). We characterize optimal solutions of 
this sort, called NOHO-graphs, by a correspondence with quadruples consisting of two 
permutations and two binary sequences. The correspondence uses a canonical numbering of the 
vertices of the graph; it arises from the edge ordering. (Exception: there are two optimal 
solution graphs which do not meet this characterjation.) Also in Part I, we show constructiveiy 
that NOHO-graphs are Hamiltonian, bipartite, and planar. In Part II, we study other properties 
of the associated quadruples, which includes enumerating them. In Part III, we enumerate the 
non-isomorphic NOHO-graphs. 
“There are two kinds of people who 
blow through life like a breeze. 
And one is the gossipers, and the 
other is the gossipees.” 
Ogden Nash 
The “gossip problem’- also called the ‘telephone problem’-has the unusual 
distinction of having been solved four times within a year. Proposed by Boyd and 
popularized by ErcliJs, it considers a group of 2 people, each possessing a distinct 
item of information. A sequence of telephone calls are arranged in which two 
people at a time exchange all the information they know. We seek the minimum 
number of calls required to transmit all the information to everyone. For II 2 4, 
the answer is 2n -4. This was proved by Bumby and Spencer (originally unpub- 
lished, but see [3]), Baker and Shostak [l], Tijdeman [14], and Hajnal, Milner, 
and Szemeredi [8]. These proofs were all different and fairly short. 
Ways were soon found to generalize the problem. The calling scheme can be 
represented by a graph whose edges are linearly ordered to represent the order of 
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calls. We require an ‘increasing path’ from each vertex to every other. Edges may 
be repeated in the ordering, in which case they are counted twice, as repeated 
calls. 
Moving from graphs to hypergraphs, we can ask the same question when the 
method of transmission is ‘conference calls’ of a fixed size k. Letting the minimum 
number of calls be f( n, k), we ,get 
f(n,k)=2[E;j, nak2 - I 
discovered by Lebensold [12]. Bermond [2] independently rederived the result 
with a shorter proof. Kleitman and Shearer [lo] recently gave another proof, 
shorter still, based on Bumby’s work. 
Thus far we have considered only complete graphs. Suppose the ‘allowable’ 
calls are restricted to some subgraph. For example, we don’t wish to assign sworn 
enemies to talk to each other. This problem was considered by Harary and 
Schwenk [9], and also by Golumbic [7]. As tong ah the graph is connected, we can 
transmit the information in 2n -3 calls using a spanning tree, with the calls 
ordered to and then from some root. If the graph contains a 4-cycle, we can still 
do it with 2n -4 calls. It was conjectured that if the graph. does not contain a 
4-cycle, th.en 2n - 3 edges are required. This was recently proved by Bumby [3] 
and developed further by Kleitman and Shearer [lo]. 
Instead of ordinary graphs, we could consider directed graphs, representing 
one-directional transfers of information. This is the ‘telegraph problem’. Harary 
and Schwenk [9] and Golumbic [7:] showed that if the digraph of allowed edges is 
strongly connected, then the minimum number of messages for complete trans- 
mission is 2n -2. Golumbic went further; when the digraph is not strongly 
connected, he examined how many messages are required to transmit all the 
possible transmissions. Kleitman and Shearer [lo] combined these investigations 
and showed that in a mixed graph, where edges may be directed or undirected, 
transmitting all information in 2n -4 calls requires an undirected 4-cycle of 
allowable calls. 
Another variation asks for the minimum time of transmission, where each 
vertex can participate in at most one call per unit of time, and each call takes one 
unit of time. Kniidel [ll] and Schmitt [13] solved this *lG:here the allowed calls are 
the complete graph or the complete (uniform) hgy,ergraph. Cockayne, Hedet- 
niemi, and Slater [4] considered this question for individual vertices. Entringer 
and Slater [6] examined time of transmission in com~~lete digraphs. The behavior 
of all these lower bounds is logarithmic in the nucrb zr of vertices, with lower 
order terms depending on residue classes of P. 
Cot [5] discussed ways to vary the problem. We consider in this paper not a 
generalization of this problem, but rather a restriction of the allowable calling 
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schemes. We consider calling schemes that transmit all information and satisfy the 
additional requirement that no one ever hears his own information. That is, x 
never speaks to anyone who already knows x’s original tidbit. In the graphical 
formulation, with an ordering on the edges, this means we can find no path that 
leaves a vertex, continually ‘increases’, and returns to it. 
We show that calling schemes completing all transmissions (called ‘pooling’ 
schemes by Bumby) and satisfying NOHO (“no one hears his own information”) 
(exist only when n is even. The fewest number of edges in such a graph is still 
2n - 4. Particular examples include the 4cycle and the two 3-reqlar graphs on 8 
vertices having no triangles. The latter are the only optimal solutions with no 
vertex of degree 2; the rest we call ‘-NOHO-graphs’. Part I of this paper is 
devoted to obtaining an initial characterization of NOHO-graphs. A NOHO- 
graph can be described by four integer sequences, of which two are permutations 
and two are binary sequences. Each of the four describes the pl:.cement of about 
one-fourth of the edges in the graph. Part I will also examine various graph- 
theoretic properties of NOHO-graphs. 
A quadruple of sequences is called ‘realizable’ if it corresponds to a NOHO- 
graph. In Part II of the paper we will study the properties of realizable quad- 
ruples. The major result there will be that any pair of the sequences in a realizable 
quadruple suffice to determine the other two uniquely. This will enable us to 
enumerate the realizable quadruples and several interesting subclasses of them. 
Finally, in Part III, we will investigate which realizable quadruples arise from 
isomorphic NOHO-graphs. Those results will enable US to count the NOHO- 
graphs on n vertices. 
Before embarking on the proofs, we summarize the arguments that will be used 
in Part I. It is useful to compare our approach with the original argument used by 
Baker and Shostak [l]. In fact, their argument, which used the NOHO property. 
was the stimulus for beginning this investigation. They began by showing that the 
smallest graph that could transmit all information in fewer than 2n -4 edges 
would have to satisfy NOHO. Otherwise, any gossijl hearing his own information 
could be deleted at a cost of 2 edges to get a smaller such graph. Using this, they 
discuss edges that are the first or last edge incident to some vertex and consider 
the components of the subgrapll obtained by deleting those edges. Elementary 
consequences of th:: NOHO property make it impossible to transmit all the 
information. 
In our preliminary details, we parallel this argument. In a graph satisfying 
NOHO, the set of edges corresponding to the first call involving some vertex 
forms a complete matching in the graph. Similarly for the last calls. As a corollary, 
we see that these graphs must have an even number of vertices. 
For each vertex x, we consider a tree O(x) of edges used to pass its information 
elsewhere and a tree I(x) carrying all the information to x. Characterizing the 
edges that appear in the intersection of the trees, we determine the number Q(X) 
which appear in neither. We will see that a(x) is two less than the degree of the 
vertex. Next we consider the graph M(G) obtained by deleting the first edges and 
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last edges. Considering where edges of Q(X) and 1(x 1 can appear in it and 
t)oun$ing the ‘useless edges by a(x), we obtain the major result of Section 2: for 
these graphs. M(G) consists of exactly four components, all of which are trees. 
Along the way, we exhibit such solutions with Tn - 4 edges. The contradiction 
obtained by Baker and Shostak does not arise because these graphs have enough 
edges. 
In Section 3, we consid! 2 the case where G has no vertex of degree 2. The trees 
of M(G) mu-’ 31 each cant: in an edge, and a short examination of cases shows they 
all consist of single edges. This requires G to be (a 3-regular graph on 8 vertices, 
and NOK-IO prohibits triangles. The two such graphs admit edge orderings that 
transmit all the information. 
In Section 4, we return to graphs with vertices of degree 2. The 4-cycle arises as 
a special case. When n >4, M(G) consists of two isolated vertices and two 
‘caterpillars’ on $2 - 1 vertices each. (A caterpillar is a tree containing a path 
which contains or touches every ec’ge.) This enables us to label the vertices of the 
graph as {xi), where i E (1,2), j E {0,1, . . . , $z - 1’). The isolated vertices in M(G) 
get the labels X& and the others are labelled according to the order in which 
information from the vertices x:, travels along the caterpillars. The placement of 
edges in the caterpillars can be described by binary sequences, where the jth bit 
encodes the relationship of xi to the main path in the caterpillar. 
To complete the description of the graph, we must add the first and last edges. 
Because of the way information proceeds along the caterpillars, KOHO requies 
that if i’ when a first or last edge joins xi to xi:. Since F(G) and L(G) are 
inatchings, the placement of these edges can be described by permutations, where 
the jth element of the permutation is k if xi .is the first (respectively, last) 
neighbor of xf . 
Finally, in Section 5 we show that NOHO-graphs are particularly well-behaved 
with respect to all the ‘usual’ graph properties. In particular, NOHO-graphs are 
Xamiitonian, bipartite, and planar. These proofs are constructive, 
2. Terminology and preliminary arguments 
To facilitate comprehension, we adopt several notational conventions. Upper 
case letters denote graphs or graph-valued functions except that P through T 
denote integer sequences. Where upper case let*er:# refer to sets of some sort, 
lower case letters refer to elements, except that the elements of a sequence are 
subscripted upper case. The italic letters a thrcugh e denote integer-valued 
functions, f and 1 are vertex-valued functions, n denotes the number of vertices in 
a graph, and u through z denote vertices themse.vr s. 
We deal with undirected graphs G that have n 2.4 vertices and e(G) edges. Let 
V(G) be the vertex set and E(G) the edge set. IS’ denotes the cardinality of a set 
S. The edges of a graph are unordered pairs of vertices, possibly reyezted. (x, y) 
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denotes the edge with x and y as endpoinfs. We sometimes write x - y for “x is 
adjacent to y,” meaning (x, y) is an e3ge. The degree of a vertex x, denoted d(x 1, 
is the number of edges to which it belongs. A regular Lgraph of degree k, or 
k-regular gra$, is one where each vertex has degree k. A vertex of degree k is 
sometimes said to be k-talent. 
A path of length k from z+_, to uk is a sequence of distinct vertices 
(vo, v19 . . . , vk) such that I1i -~i+l. If Ihe same conditions hold, except that v. = vk. 
then the sequence is a cycle. A path (or cycle) may also be viewed as the 
corresponding sequence of edges. A graph is connected if it has a path from each 
vertex to every other. Clearly, a graph representing the calls that transmit all 
information among n gossips gossip must be connected. A tree is a connected 
graph with no cycles. A spanning tree of a graph is a subgraph which is a tree 
touching ~11 the vertices. A caterpillar is a tree with a path that contains at least 
one vertex from every edge. (See Fig. 2.1.) Caterpillars have also been called 
‘hairy paths’. 
Consider a graph G with a linear order on its edges-i.e., an assignment of 
integers l,..., e(G) corresponding to the order of calls. We use F(G) to denote 
the set of ‘first edges’ of G. A first-edge is the least edge incident to some vertex. 
Similarly, L(G) denotes the set of ltist-edges in G. each of which is the greatest 
edge incident to some vertex. Let M(G) be the graph obtained from G by 
deleting the edges of F(G) and L(G), and let C(X) be the connected component 
of M(G) containing x. 
For any vertex X, let f(x) be its firsl neighbor, namely the vertex adjacent to it 
via the least incident edge. Similarly, f(x) denotes its last neighbor. We use the 
notation x -+ y to replace the words “(an) increasing path from x to y,” meaning 
a path from x to y where each successive edge is greater in the ordering than the 
previous one. #(Bumby [3] independently developed the same notation.) An 
increasing path from x to z passing through y is denoted x -+ y + z. 
Henceforth, when we refer to a graph, we assume its edges are linearly ordered, 
unless otherwise noted. If x + y exists for a!: ordered pairs x # y, then the graph 
represents a pooling scheme (term due to Bumby), and we call it a gossip graph. In 
addition, if there is no x + x for any vertex x, we say “no one hears his own 
information,” or the graph satisfies NOHO. We ca!! a gossSp graph satisfying 
NOHO a g~3~3 ;;tic,.,. :cc;pgraph. We reserve the term NOHO*-graph for the optimd 
good gossip graphs- those on n vertices with the smallest possible number of 
edges-and use NOHO-grqh after discarding IWO badly-behaved NOHO*- 
graphs. 
Our objective in the remainder of this see tion is to determine what F(G ), UG ), 
-7r 
Fig. 2.1. A caterpillar. 
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and M(G) can look like for N@HO*-graphs. First we 
graphs can exist, i.e., for what numbers of vertices. This 
2.4, which in addition gives the least number of calls. We 
remarks. 
ask when good gossip 
is answered by Lemma 
begin with two obvious 
emark 2.1. If G is a grip graph (or good gossip grwph), then placing the reverse 
linear or&ring on its edges also gives a gossip graph (or good gossip graph). 
This is called 
proofs. 
Remark 2.2. A 
the reverse graph of G. We will invoke it occasionally to shorten 
graph satisfying NOHO has no loops, multiple edges, or triangles. 
Proof. If there is a triangle, the three edges obey some order, and the vertex at 
the intersection of the least and greatest edge violates NOHO. 0 
A matchisrg is a set of edges with no pair sharing a vertex. A complete matching 
on an n-vertex graph is a matching with $n edges. Expanding on Remark 2.2, we 
obtain 
Lemma 2.3. In a good gossip graph G, the first edges F(G) and the last edges L(G) 
each form a complete matching. For n > 2 they are disjoint. 
Proof. f(x) is defined for all x, so F(G) touches all the vertices. Suppose F(G) is 
not a matching; therefore, there exists a vertex y such that y = f(x) and z = f(y) 
with z # x. Since the graph is a pooling scheme, there exists x + z; denote it by 
A =(x, w, . . . , z). We will find z ---, z in the graph to contradict NOHO. Since 
Y =fW, (x9 Y> c ( x, w). Fig. 2.2 illustrates the two cases. Note that (y, z) < (y, x), 
since z = f(y). If (x, y) = (x, w), we replace (x, y) by (z, y) at the beginning of A to 
get z -+ z. If (x, y ) < (x, w), we add (z, y, x) to t3re beginning of A. 
The result for L(G) follows by applying the same argument to the reverse 
graph. For disjointness, if the same edge is in both F(G) and L(G), its endpoints 
make no other calls, so pooling requires n = 2. El 
A 
4 
Fig. 2.2. (x, y) = (x, w) or (x, ,y)C(x, w). 
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The fact that these are matchings means that each first- (last-) edge must be the 
first- (last-) edge incident to bc& of its endpoints. 
From previous results [ 1, 11,131, we know the smallest number of vertices in a 
gossip graph is 2n -4, when n 3 4. In fact, good gossip graphs exist with that few 
edges when they exist at all. 
Lemma 2.4. Good gossip graph; exist on n vertices if and only if n is even. For 
n 3 4, the smallest number of edges in a good gossip graph is 2n - 4. 
Proof. I3y Lemma 2.3, we need only present a good gossip graph wiith 2n -4 
edges, when n is even. Let m = in - 1. We define a graph D,, on the vertex set {xi: 
i=l,2; j=O,l,..., m}. In addition, set x,!,,+* =xG and xc,, = x& Fig. 2.3 illus- 
trates D1+ Define the first and last edges of D,, by 
F(D,,) = {(x:, X:+2-i): i = 1,2, . . . , WI + 1}, 
L(Q) = {(xi, xc.+): i = 0, I, . . . , m). 
The intermediate edges are 
M(D,)=((xj,xj+,): i=l,2; j=l,2,...,m-1) 
ordered by (xj_+ x:) < (xi, xi+*). Any linear ordering extending this partial order- 
ing is acceptable. There are 
such linear extensions; this will also hold for the general construction in Section 4. 
By inspection D,, is pooling, satisfies NOH3, and has ‘ire - 4 edges. r] 
So, NOHO*-graphs have 2n -4 edges. Whenever we draw a NOHO*-graph, 
first edges will be dotted and last edges dashed. Now we begin to study the 
structure of these graphs. Henceforth, we always assume n 2 4. 
Lemma 2.5. For a NOHO*-graph G, the graph M( 6) formed by deleting first and 
last edges has at least four components. 
1 
x1 
1 
>: 2 
1 
x3 Xi 
1 2 
xo = x7 
Fig. 2.3. D,,, a good gossip graph. 
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Proof. F(G) :and L(G) are disjoint complete matchings. This Icaves n - 4 edges 
on n vertices for M(G), so it must have at least 4 components. q 
Notation. In a gossip graph each vertex must send information to everyone and 
receive it from everyone, so the following concepts are meaningful. For every 
vertex x, let O(x) be the “spanning tree of useful ed.ges transmitting information 
from x”, or simply the out-tree from x. It can be defined uniquely ;:md recursively 
as follows. Begin with x. At each step add the least edge incident to but not 
contained in the tree that (i) does not create a cycle and (ii) becomes the greatest 
edge of an increasing path from x along the tree. After n - 1 steps the result is 
O(x). The procedure works to generate a spanning tree because G is pooling. 
Si;nilarly, let I(x j denote the in-tree to x. It is defineld similarly to O(x) by adding 
a( each step the greatest non-cyclic edge which becomes the least edge of an 
increasing path to1 x along the tree. Alternatively, it consists of the edges 
belonging to O(x) in the reverse graph. See Fig. 2.4. 
Let a(x) be the number of edges not contained in O(x) or I(x). We can call 
them edges useless to x, because even when they are deleted, x still has increasing 
paths to and from every #other vertex. We need to know how many edges can be 
useless to x and can compute this by characterizing the edges lying in both O(x) 
and I(X). 
Lermca 2.6. pf G is a good gossip graph, then an edge lies in both O(x) and I(x) if 
and only if it is incident to x. 
Proof. Suppose ( y, z) li$s in both. Then (y, z) is the greatest edge of some 
increasing qpath starting from x and the least edge of some increasing path 
reaching x. Joining the two paths and dropping (y, z) if they meet it at the same 
endpoint, we have x -+ x, unless (y, z) was the only edge in both paths, in which 
case it is incident to x. 
Conversely, suppose (x, y)$ O(X). Then there exist x -+ y in O(x) not using 
(x, y). To avoid having x + x, (x, y) must be less than the greatest edge in that 
Fig. 2.4. Oh:) and 1(x:) ir D,,. 
path. But then in constructing O(x), (x, y) was also available to reach y when that 
edge was added, and we would have chosen (x, y) instead. Similarly, (x, y ) must 
also be in I(x). D 
C~ro&uy 2.7. In a NOHO*-graph, the number of edges useless to any vertex is 
two less than its degree. 
Proof. 
a(x)=2n-4-e(O(x)UPx)) 
=2n-4-2$2-l)+e(O(x)nI(x))=d(x)-2, 
smce e(O(x) n (I(x)) = d(x). Cl 
Vertices in .,uch a graph always have degree at least 2, so a(x) = d(x) - 2 makes 
sense. 2-talent vertices are narticularly important later, so we will include another 
fact about them now. 
COLON 2.8. If x is a 2-valent vertex in a NOHO*-graph, then every increasing 
path from x belongs to O(x) and every increasing path to x belongs to I(X). 
Equivalently, there is exactly one increasing path for x to or from any other vertex. 
Proof. a<x) = 0, so every edge lies in O(x) or I(X). We need only show there 
cannot br= two increasing paths to another vertex y. If so, they cannot both belong 
to O(x), which is a tree. This means some edge on an increasing path from x lies 
in I(x), and we have the same argument to violate NOHO as in Lemma 2.6. c) 
The next lemma investigates how the edges of O(x) and I(X) are dist,ributed in 
M(G). Recall that C(x) is the component of M(G) cortaining x. We claim that 
the edges of M(G) not in C(X) or C(f(x)) are useless for carrying information out 
of x, and those not in C(x) or C@(x)) are useless for bringing it in. In other words, 
Lentiia 2.9. If G is a good gossip graph, then for any vertex x, 
(a) W(G) n O(X)) c (C(X) u C(f(x)), 
(J-4 (MC) n I(d) E (C(x) U C(W). 
Proof. First consider O(x). No edge of M(G) not in C(X) or C(f(x)) can belong 
to an increasing path beginning at x. The path would have to enter that 
component via a first edge or a last edge. However, no first edge other than 
(x, f(x)) exists on any increasing path’ from x, and any path which uses a last edge 
cannot continue increasing thereafter. Applying the same argument to the reverse 
graph gives the result for I(x). III 
A slight restatement of the above gives us 
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Corollary 2.20. If G is a good gmsip graph, then for my vertex x there are at most 
a(x) edges of M(G) not contbed in C(x), C(f(x)), or C(l(x)). 
Remark 2.11. For any vertex x in a lVQHO*-graph, M(G) contains at least in - 2 
edges o,!’ 0(x-j and of I(x). If x is 2-valent, then equality holds. 
Proof. G(x) or I(x) contains at most &n + 1 edges in F(G) U L(G); the rest must 
be in M(G). When d(x) = 2, equality follows from Corollary 2.8. One edge of 
F(G) and all of L(G), for example, Pies in O(x). n 
The ‘excess edges’ of M(G) mentioned in Corollary 2.10 can be fewer tha,n 
a(x) if one of the components of M(S) is not a tree or if some edge in F(G) or 
t(G) is useless to X. The latter can occur in a NOHO*-graph when d(x) > 2, but 
the former can never occur Showing that the components of M(G) are trees is an 
important step in characterizing NOHO*-graphs. Hlowever, the proof breaks into 
two cases depending on whether G has a 2-valent vertex, so we postpone it to the 
~54 two sections. 
Meanwhile, we close this section with a lemma that becomes useful when we 
show later that for a NOHO*-graph every tree in M(G) is of the type in its 
hypothesis. The lemma generalizes Lemma 2.6. It applies to ah graphs with edge 
orderings, because even when G is noi pooling we can define Q(X) and I(X) as 
before and simply grow the trees as far as possible. If G is not a gossip graph, 
they may not span. 
Lemma 2.12. In an arlritmry graph, any tree T thar lies in both O(x) and I(y) for 
some vertices x and y is a caterpillar. 
Proof. This proof is valid even when x = y, in which case every edge in T is 
incident to X, as was the case in Lemma 2.6. Since every edge of 7’ is in O(X), and 
#J(X) is a tree, T must be a tree of increasing paths starting at some vertex x* in 
T. Similarly, T is a trel: of increasing paths to some vertex y* in T. Let 
V = (X* = vl, v2,. . . , vk = y*) be the Unique X* + y* in T. 
We claim V is incident to every other edge of ‘I’. Suppose (w, z) is an edge of T 
not in V. Since T is a :;ree, it has a. unique path joining this edge to V, say 
u = (Vi = U], 4,. . . ) u, = w, z). U is part of the unique path joining, x* to z in T. 
Since that path lies in 0(x ), which is a tree, iY must be ordered as v5 * z. 
Applying the reverse argument to the path from z to y*, we see that U must also 
be z + vi. This is possible only if U consists of a single edge, and so (w, z) is 
incident to V. q 
3. e cube and the twisted cube 
The remainder of the characterization of NOHO*-graph:; varies greatly accord- 
ing to whether the graph has a 2-vaient vertex In this section we dispose of the 
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case where it does not. As it turns out, there are only two such graphs when the 
edge-orderings are ignored. We begin by characterizing the components of M(G). 
Lemma 3.X. For a NOHO”‘-graph G with no 2-valent vertices, M(G) consists of 
four trees. 
Proof. M(G) hias 2n -4 edges and thus at least four components, by Lemma 2.5. 
If any component has as many edges as vertices there must be at least four other 
components, so if M(G) has exactly four components they must all be trees. We 
need only show it has at most four. 
Since every vertex of G has degree at least 3, M(G) has no isolated vertices, 
and each component has at least one edge. G must have at least 8 vertices of 
degree exactly three, else the sum of all degrees will exceed 4n - 8, tvice the 
number of edges. Consider a 3-valent vertex X; by Corollary 2.7, a(x) = 1. By 
Corollary 2.10, this means that M(G) has at most one edge not in C(X), C(f(j:)). 
or C(l(x)), so there can be at most one component besides these three. Cl 
The most important step in characterizing these graphs is the following perhaps 
surprising result. 
Lemma 3.2. A, NOHO*-graptr G with no 2-dent vertex is a 3-regular graph 011 8 
vertices. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, the four trees of M(G) each have at least one edge, so 
n a 8. If n = 8. the trees are single edges, and G is 3-regular. 
Suppose n B 8, and let x be an endvertex of one of the trees in M(G). As in 
proving Lemma 3.1, at least one of the remaining components is a single edge 
useless to X. Applying the same argument to an endpoint of that edge yields a 
second isolated edge in M(G). 
Denote these isolated edges by (xi, xl) and (x:, x$), and say i, j E (1,2}. By 
Remark 2.11 and Lemma 2.9, C(f(xi)) contains at least in:- 3 edges of 0(x;), and 
C(l(xj)) contains at least In -3 edges of I(xj). Only one edge is useless to xj; 
therefore, f(xi) and I($ must lie in different components, each of which contains 
*n -2 or half of the remaining vertices. When n >8 these components contain 
more than two vertices, and all their edges must be useful to xi. In particular, 
everything in C(f(xj)) lies in 0(x;), and everything in C(I(xf)) lies in 1(x;). So, 
these components are trees of increasing paths from f(x$ and to I($). 
If f(xj) and f(x$ lie in the same component of M(G), they must be joined by 
the least edge in it for it to be a tree of increasing paths from both. So, no three of 
(f(xj)> can lie in one of the large components. :iimilary, two of {I($)! lie ir: each of 
those two components. Now, since each of these trees lies in the in-tree of some 
vertex and the out-tree of anotiier vertex, they must both be caterpillars, by 
Lemma 2.12. Fig. 3.1 shows the current situation. 
x 
; 
f(g) fix;; e(x,21 e+ 2 x2 
- I 
2 
x1 
Fig. 3.1. A possible M(G)? 
Let (u, w) be the Ieast edge in one of the caterpillars. We have w = f(xf), 
w = f(xf:), and we may assume u is an endpoint of the caterpillar. Since d(u) = 3, 
Corollary 2.7 implies a(u) = 1. Since f(u) = xi lies in a single-edge component, the 
other single-edge component must be the edge useless to U. Therefore, the 
other caterpillar must be a tree of increasing paths into I( u). However, it is already 
a tree of increasing paths into [(xi) and I(xj:). These three vertices are all distinct, 
because their last neighbors are all distinct and L(G) is a matching. As aaove, no 
tree can be a tree of increasing paths into three distinct vertices, because any two 
such vertices are joined by an edge in the tree. This gives us the final contradic- 
tion that eliminates the possibility n > 8. IJ 
Certainly, this is a restrictive condition. In fact, there are only two such graphs, 
which follous from the next lemma. 
ILemma 3.3. An 8-vertex hegular graph with no triangles is composed of two 
disjoint 4-cycles and a mat&kg between them. 
mf. Such a graph has 8 vertices and 12 edges, so it has some cycle. Let C be 
the shortest cycle; it has k 2 4 points and no chords. Since G is 3-regular, there 
are k edges joining C to G -- C. If k > 4, two of the:1Fl must meet at a single point 
in G - C. They must come from points at least k -- 2 apart in c, else there is a 
shorter cycle. But if k > 4 there are no points that iar apart in C. So, C has 4 
points, and 4 edges join it to G - C. This leaves 4 :Ases among the 4 points in 
G - C. G has no triangles, so they form another 4-cydc:. The edges between them 
must form a matching, since the graph is regular. .J 
There are only two non-isomorphic graphs satisfying the criterior: of Lemma 
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Fig. 3.2. Q and Q ‘. 
3.2. These are the cube Q and the twisted cube Q”, pictured in Fig. 3.2. The only 
choice is whether to put a ‘twist’ in the matching between the pair of 4-cyc!es. 
Putting this all together, we have 
Theorem 3.4. The only NOHO”-graphs with no 2-dent vertex are Q and Q”. 
Proof, These graphs have no triangles, and by Lemma 3.2 they are 3-valent on 8 
vertices. So, Q and Q* are the only possibilities. To place an appropriate ordering 
on the graphs, two-color the edges of the guaranteed 4-cycles with the lat&s 
F(G) and M(G), and let L(G) be the matching between them. Any ordering 
extending this partial ordering is pooling and satisfies NOHO. Cl 
In Fig. 3.2, the usual convention is followed; dotted edges belong to F(G), 
dashed edges to C(G). Note there are numerous possible orderings that express Q 
and Q* as NOH(.?“-graphs. 
4. NQHO-graphs as quadruples of sequence 
We now embark on a journey to narrow down and finally characterize 
NOHO*-graphs having a 2-valent vertex. Efenc<forth, we will focus our attention 
on these, so we define a NOHO-graph to be a NOHO*-graph with a 2-vaient 
vertex. The main result of this section is to describe the edges of a NOHO-graph 
using four integer sequences. The first edges and last edges are described by 
permutations, and the middle edges by two binary sequences. 
Again we begin by showing that M(G) consists of four trees. However, to 
enable the proof to work, this time we first dispos? of a special case with a lemma. 
.I!. A NOHO-graph with two adjacent 2-mlent vertices is a 4-cycle. 
OO~. Suppose {x, y) are adjacent 2-valent vertices in G. (x, y) may lie in F(G) 
or in L(G): by reversibility, we can assume the former. Consider O(X). It contains 
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(x, I(x)), (x, y), and (y, l(y)), but after using these last edges information from x 
can go no farther, so n -- =4. Since G has no triangles, I(X) # I(y), so G contains 
exactly four vertices and must have an edge in F(G) joining 1(x) and I( y ). 0 
Lema 4.2. In a NOHO-graph G, kl( G) consists of two isolated vertices (and two 
cater;pilfaas on in - 1 vertices each. 
l”r~&. As in Lemma 3.1. M(G) has n - 4 edges, so showing that it has at most 
four components will imply it consists of four trees. The 4-cycle already has the 
structure specified, so we can assume that n ~4 and that G has no adjacent 
2-v alient vertices. 
Let x be a 2-valent vertex in G, isolated in M(G). Since a(x) = 0, Corollary 2.10 
implies that all the edges of M(G) lie in C(f(x)) or C(I(x)). That is, there are at most 
two components of M(G) which have any edges. SineIt: there are at least four 
components, there must be another isolated vertex in M(G). To show there are at 
most four components, we need only show G cannot have three non-adjacent 
2-valent vertices. Once we have done that, an argument like that in Lemma 3.3 
will show the non-trivial components are equal-sized caterpillars. 
Suppose xi, Xj, Xk are non-adjacent 2-Valent VertiZ In .?. ‘%s noted in COrOllaiy 
2.8, there is a unique increasing path from each one of these to each of the others. 
Focus first on the paths from Xi to 3 and to xk. These paths permanently diverge 
after possibly coinciding for some distance. (They cannot meet again, since by 
Corollary 2.8 both belong to the tree O(Xi).) Let 4 be the last point shared by the 
two paths; it may equal Xi. Similarly, there are unique paths to $ from 3 and xk 
and a unique point Oi, which may be xi, where they merge and run together to xi. 
Define Uj, f&, uj, 2)k similarly. Fig. 4.1 displays this situation. 
NOW, on the path from Xj to xk, ok must come StTiCt!y later than Uj. Otherwise, 
We could make & + & by 4 -+ ‘ok + ui + Xi. This means there is some edge on 
the path from xr to & which is reached after r.+ and before 2)k. Since a&) = 0, this 
edge must be in O(q) or in I(q). In the former case, there are two paths from q 
to xk; in the latter case there are two paths from Xi to xi. Again, Corollary 2.8 
prohibits this. 
At this point M(G) consists of two isolated verti.ces !(xl, x2} and two non-trivial 
trees. Since a(q) = 0, all the edges must be useful to 4. This puts f(q) and 2(x& in 
different components. Also, by Remark 2.11 we have C(f(x,)) E 0(x,), C(l(x,)) E 
I(::G), and each of these components contains $n - ,‘: or half the remaining edges. 
In order to have Xi + .+ in C, /(xi) and I(xj) must appear in the same component. 
Now we can apply Lemma 2.12 to conclude that th: two non-trivial components 
of M(G) are caterpillars on $2 - 1 vertices each. rl 
Refer again to Fig. 2.3, which pictures the NOHO-graph D14. Here M(G) is as 
claimed. For &, the two caterpillars are paths. 
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Fig. 4.1. Three non-adjacent 2-valent vertices. 
Notation. To facilitate the qubquent discussion, we define the ‘canonical num- 
bering’ of the vertices of a NOMO-graph. This is a vertex-labelling associated 
with a feasible ordering of the edges; i.e., one which is pooling and satisfies 
NOHO. In Lemma 2.4, the canonical numbering was used to define Dn. Hence- 
forth fix m = $I - 1. To obtain the canonical numbering :jf the vertices of a 
NOHO-graph G, let the vertices of G be {xi: i = 1,2; j = 0,1, . . . , m} assigned as 
follows. Let xi be the 2-valent vertices, andi let xi = f(.&). Let C’ be the 
caterpillars of M(G). The vertices of C” get the lab& xi, where xi is the jth to 
receive the information originating from XL. This makes sense since the caterpilhr,r 
C’ contains increasing paths from f(xl,) and to l(x$. We mav refer to X& as &.,, + 1. 
Let Ci denote the caterpillar containing C’, A$, and XL +, .
From the vertex numbering and the fact that Ci is a caterpillar of increasing 
paths from XL and to XL,,, the following important proper-1 ies are obvious. 
emark 4.3. Let ci be defined for a NQH’O-graph as above. Then 
(aj ci contains x: -+ xi if md only if j <: k or xi--x:. 
(b) XL neighbors exactly one xj sue!: thici j < k., 
(c) If XL neighbors any xi with r > k, then it rreighbors every xi with k <j s r. 
In a caterpillar the longest path extends from one end Jertex to another 
endvertex. It is unique, except possibly for the end edges. Suppose the edges of 
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the caterpillar are ordered so it becomes a tree of increasing paths out of one 
endvertex an<! into another. The least and greatest edi;es must lie in a longest 
increasing path. Henceforth, we call this path the &inguished path of an 
edge-ordered caterpillar. We define Lie carebpiliar sequence R(C) to be the binary 
sequence with a 1 in the ith place if the ith, smallest edge of the caterpillar lies in 
the distinguished path, 0 if it does not. The first and last elements of the sequence 
are always 1, so we will frequently drop these and view it as a sequence whose 
index set begins at 2. The reverse caterpdlar sequence .R’(C) is the caterpillar 
sequence of C when given the reverse edge ordering, and is merely R(C) written 
backwards. An example is given in Fig. 4.2, where the initial and final l’s are 
suppressed. 
Remark 4.4. R(C) giues a one-to-one correspondence bbetween ordered caterpillars 
on r vertices and binary sequences of length r - 3. 
lVo6tation. For the caterpillars associated with a NOHO-graph G, let S(G) be the 
caterpillar sequence R( c’(G)), and let T(G) be the reverse caterpiilar sequence 
R’(c2(G)). When we discuss irreducibility and concatenation of NOHO-graphs in 
Part I[1 it will become clear why T(G) is written ‘backwards’. 
Remark 4.5. Si = 1 if and on1 y if xi lies on the unique x:, 4 x$ Ti = 1 if and on1 y if 
.x$+2-i lies on xz + x:. 
From S and T we can reconstruct M(G). To complete the characterization of G 
we need to know which pairs (S; T) can be associated with a NOHO-graph and 
how the edges of F(G) and L(G) can be placed to complete the graph. 
Notation, No vertex in (7’ can have a first or last neighbor in Ci without violating 
NOHO, by Remark 4.3. So, the matchings F(G) and Ll;iG) can be described by 
permutations P(G) and Q(G), where Pi = j means f(xi) = x:, and Qi = j means 
t(xi‘l= xf. P is a permutation of (1,2, . . . , m + 1) indexed from 1 through m + 1; 
Q is a permutation of [O, 1, . . . , m} indexed from 0 through m. Due to the 
canonical numbering of the vertices, we always have Pi = m + 1 and I’,,,+, = 1. 
Also, we will see later that Q0 = P2. So, we would lose no information if we 
treated P and Q as sequences of m - 1 integers indexed from 2 through m, as we 
did with S and T. However, usually it will be useful to consider the full 
permutations. 
Fig. 4.3 gives an example of a NOHO-graph anil its associated quadruple of 
1 5 6 9 
Fig. 4.2. The caterpilkr with R(C) = 000110 and R’(C) = 011000. 
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Fig. 4.3. The NOHO-graph (7654231; 6453201; 01010; 103 11). 
sequences. We can summarize the c~~~struction f these sequences and the 
properties required of them in the last several pages by the following statement. 
Tlreorem 4.6. The quadruple (P(G); Q(G); S(G); T(G)) completely describes the 
edges in u NOHO-graph G when the vertices of G are @en the canonical 
numbeting associated with a particular edge ordering. 
If (I?; 0; S; T)=(P(G); Q(G); S(G); T(G)) for some NOWO-graph G, we call 
the quadruple realizable. It takes considerably more work to determine what is 
required of (P; Q; S; T) to pool all information and satisfy NOHO. For example, 
although any binary sequence except the zero sequence can appear as S(G) or 
T(G ), it is not true that every pair (S ; T) is realizable. Nor is it trlde that every 
permutation P or Q on the appropriate elements appears in a realizable quad- 
ruple . 
It will be our task in part II to determine necessary and sufficient conditions for 
reaIizabiIity of quadruples. This, in turn, will lead to the surprising result that any 
pair of the sequences in a realizable quadruple appears only in that quadruple, 
and hence uniquely determines the other pair. This will enable us to enumerate 
the realizable quadruples and several subclasses of them. In Part III we determine 
which quadruples can arise from isomorphic NOHO-graphs. The rcadcr may 
already notice that our assignment of labels “I” and “2” to the two caterpillars 
was arbitrary. This artificial distinction yields nice results for the number of 
realizable quadruples, but it must be eliminated wheat counting non-isomorphic 
NOHO-graphs. In addition, it is sometimes possible to realize iz graph as a 
NOHO-graph with many edge-orderings, even beyond the simple trick of revers- 
ing the edge ordering. After examining these possibilities, wc arrive at a recur- 
rence relation and generating function for the number of non-isomorphic NOWO- 
gr,aphs on n vertices. 
ep pro 
Since Part II will concentrate on the properties of realizable quadruples of 
sequences, we conclude Part I by examining other graph properties of NOMO- 
graphs. In particular, NOHO-graphs are amiltonian, bipartite, and planar. The 
proofs are constructive_ 
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Lema 5,P. In a NOHO-graph, /et V be (1 path that begins at x: and alteentates 
along the first edges and last edges. V is a simple path that reaches xi. Furthermore, 
among the x,’ and x: that appear along V Iuntil x& the indices i increase and the 
indices j decrease. 
Prmf, We need a fact that will become more important in Part II. That is, if P 
and Q are the first-edge and last-edge permutations of a NOHO-graph, then 
PI > Q. Otherwise, with i = Pi and k = Qi, ‘we have X! --* xf + xi + xl. Similarly, 
Pt = Qi = k implies i > j, else we have X: + x:. The path V alternates between 
vertices in C’ and C2, since first and last edges match vertices from the two 
caterpillars. V always reaches C’ along first edges and C2 along last edges. So, 
t:‘le facts just stated about P arld 0 imply that the indices in C’ increase and those 
in C* decrease. The path is then simple, and since it cannot continue forever in 
the same direction, it must reach x& ‘J 
Theorem 5.2. In a NOHO-graph, uniting the F(G) and L(G) yields a Hatnilton- 
ian cycle. 
Proof. Consider the alternating paths guaranteed by Lemma 5.1 to emerge from 
xi, and proceed to xi. There are two choices; we may leave x; via its first or last 
call. call these V, and V2, respectively. We claim first that these intersect only in 
If not, let u be the first vertex where they meet after x& If it is before x& it lies 
in C ’ or C2. Both paths reach it via the same type of edge: a first edge if u E C’ , 
and a last edge if v F C’. I3ut F(G) and L(G) are matchings, so there is only one 
r --h Pdge incident tcl> v, and the paths had to meet at the previous vertex. 
So, uniting V, and V, yields a simple circuit. A similar argument shows it must 
be Hamiltonian. If v lies outside it, we can begin paths there that proceed 
alternately along first edge and last edges. If v E C’, start along a last edge; if 
6 E C2, start along a first edge. By the argument in Lemma 5.1, this path V* 
proceeds to x i, arriving via a vertex U. u belongs to V, or V,, since they exhaust 
the two neighbfjrs of x 20. As above, V* can be followed back to show that every 
vertex of it, including v, lies in the same element of (V,, V21 as u. El 
A structural lemma will be useful in verifying the other two properties. 
Lemma !5.3. With V, 
vertices of C’ n Vi. 
and V2 defined as above, fhers are no edges among the 
oaf. Suppose (xi, xij is such an edge, with r < s. 7 he subscripts of vertices in 
C’ 61 Vj are monotonic along the path. Therefore, ‘whenever the path visits C” 
between x: and xi (if it does so at all), it visits a vertex xf with j between r and s. 
By the canonical numbering of Remark 4.3(c), (xi, .$l is also an edge for all 
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r < k < s. Therefore, we obtain a triangle by taking xi, the next visit of V! to C’ 
after xc, and the vertex of Vj (in C2) between them. Cl 
Theorem 5.4. Every NOHE-graph is bipartite. 
Proof. The two parts are (C’nV,)U(C2nV2) and (C1flV2)U(C2nV1). By 
Lemma 5.3, there are no edges in C’ n Vj. But, there are also no edges between 
vertices of VI and V2 in C’ and C2, since all edges between C’ and C2 are first 
or last edges, which all appear in a single Vi. Cl 
Theorem 5.5. Every NOHO-graph is planar. 
Proof. We construct a planar representation. First, we place the vertices on two 
ellipses which have the same major (horizontal) axis. Put x: at the left end and x% 
at the right end of the major axis. With VI and V2 defined as above, vve put the 
vertices of VI or1 the inner ellipse and those of V2 on the outer ellipse. Traveling 
from x: to x& put the vertices of C1 n Vi on the upper half of the appropriate 
ellipse in increasing order by subscript. Put those of C2 n Vj on the lower half of 
the appropriate ellipse in decreasing order by subscript. 
V, is a collection of chords inside the inner ellipse, and V2 is a collection of 
chords in the outside infinite face. By Lemma 5.1, each is a path of such chords, 
with no crossings when drawn this way. By Lemma 5.3, the edges of the 
caterpillars are chords between the two ellipses. We need only show tlhese do not 
cross. 
Suppose edge (xi, xi) crosses edge (xi, xi). Since the vertices have been placed 
in order, we may assume r< k <s and k <j. Using the canonical numbering of 
Remark 4.3(c), we have xi- x:. By the same reason, i <s implies x).- xi, while 
i =Z s implies xi- x:. Either way, we have a triangle. 0 
Fig. 5.1 shows a representation drawn with this method. 
_e--0--._ 
e - . 
c . 
. . 
. . . . / - ‘\ 
Fig. 5. I.. A Idanar drawing of the NOHO-gra& in Fig. 4.3. 
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